ABSTRACT
Many biological studies with high throughput methods result in a list of sequences of interest. Many of these sequences have no known associated gene or function, blocking further interpretation of the results of an experiment. This happens routinely when the sequences have been identified through microarray gene expression analysis, which is rapidly becoming a ubiquitous biological tool (e.g. Clarke et al., 2001) . While annotation of genomic data has been a focus of considerable progress (Makalowska et al., 2001) , identification of the roles of ESTs identified in an experiment is still typically accomplished by hand, which is a daunting task when there are thousands of ESTs of interest. While such identification would ideally be handled through a unified interface system, such as the Distributed Annotation System (DAS; * To whom correspondence should be addressed. Dowell et al., 2001) , most sites are not yet serving data in this way.
In order to easily retrieve information from non-DAS sites, we have developed an automated, flexible system for making routine queries from web sites. The system is specifically designed to allow easy updating of information regarding query and results formats and includes a subsystem that alerts the administrator when a web site has changed its format. The system design is shown in Figure 1 . The system uses a MySQL database (DB) to store specific information from each site on how to format a query and the format of the returned results. The information in the DB is used by the CONFIG generator to generate query and result workfiles. The QUERY module and RESULTS module use these workfiles to generate specific query scripts and results parsers respectively. The query script comprises a standard Perl script that hits the appropriate server. The results from the query are parsed according to the detailed parsing information contained in the workfile. Exception handling catches cases where a result cannot be parsed and notifies the MANAGER module, allowing the administrator to review the error and modify the DB if necessary (e.g. because a web site has modified their query or result formats). Data can be filtered during parsing, allowing the output of one query to be used as the input for the next query. The system is designed for easy extensibility, requiring only additions to the database to add new sites for querying. This makes the system more general and more easily extended than BioPerl (Stajich et al., 2002) , which has some modules for parsing certain web sites, and also permits more information to be retrieved than can be obtained from the Unigene site alone (Schuler, 1997) . In fact, the system is not limited to the retrieval of sequence information, but could be used for more general querying.
The system has been used to query the TIGR mouse Automated Sequence Annotation Pipeline Fig. 1 . The automated sequence annotation pipeline. The system comprises a set of modules that handle the generation of queries, parsing of results, formatting of final reports, and managerial functions. The user interacts with the system either through a web interface or through a configuration file. The inputs include a gene list (typically accession numbers) and a reference to a predesigned plan for visiting multiple web sites. Plans can be easily created by an administrator as needed. The MANAGER uses the DB to generate the plan and then passes information to the CONFIG generator. This queries the DB to identify the necessary information to generate a query and passes this information to the QUERY module. The QUERY module generates a Perl script and queries the external web resource. The MANAGER also passes the site information to the CONFIG generator that queries the DB to get information on the form of the results, and details for parsing the pages are sent to the RESULTS module. The RESULTS module uses this information to parse the returned html page and sends the extracted data to the MANAGER. The MANAGER can use this information to generate a new query if specified in the plan, or can pass the extracted data and information on the form of the summary to the FINALIZATION module. This module collates and filters information, and returns a summary to the MANAGER, which emails this to the user.
gene index databases (Quackenbush et al., 2001) to retrieve Theoretical Contigs (TC) for over 1800 ESTs of interest. These TC hits were then piped to a local implementation of BeoBLAST (Grant et al., 2002) running BLASTN and BLASTX, and significant results were recorded. Since the BeoBLAST databases are routinely updated, routine runs of the ASAP in this configuration provide updated information on sequences of interest. Out of the 1800 ESTs with no annotation one year ago, ASAP identified new information for more than 48% on a recent run. In addition, eight other databases have already been scripted and used to retrieve information (see our website for details). The system is open source, allowing users to add and share entries for sites of interest. In the future, we expect to add machine intelligence methods to perform more elaborate chained searches, and we are presently beginning to cache information on recent hits in the database to avoid unnecessary repeated querying over the web.
